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Ruskin College Oxford, 21 November 2017  

Guest Lecture by Professor Tim Blackman 

 

In this talk I want to argue three main things: 

Firstly, the higher education access agenda is misconceived. 

Secondly, universities need to do less selection by ability and more growing their 
students’ abilities from a range of starting points. 

And thirdly, the higher education sector needs to de-segregate and go 
comprehensive. 

I’ll start with the access agenda. My main issue with the access agenda as currently 
conceived is that it perpetuates a very corrosive idea. That’s the idea, commonly 
held, that there are ‘elite’, ‘top’ or ‘leading’ universities, and it is access to these 
universities that is the key to social mobility. Yet the reason why these universities 
are the key to social mobility is their role in the British class system.  

Graduate outcomes are not just determined by how well a student does on their 
degree course, or the course itself. Graduate outcomes are also significantly 
associated with attending an independent rather than a comprehensive school, 
having parents who are senior managers or professionals, and attending Oxford or 
another ‘Golden triangle’ university (which is best), another Russell Group university 
(which is second best) or any other university (which is third best and better than 
none).  

The access agenda disproportionately focuses on getting a small number of ‘bright’ 
working class young people or black young people into the most selective 
universities. Yet it is the less selective universities – primarily the ex-polytechnics - 
that do the heavy lifting with widening access. Instead of being celebrated for driving 
social mobility, these institutions are often accused of driving their graduates into 
debt without them getting the well paid professional jobs that mean there’s a good 
return on their investment. 

And it’s argued that they’re not getting these jobs because they’re graduates of lower 
quality institutions. But the only measure that correlates in any way with this 
assertion is their entry requirements.  

To assess the quality of universities on the basis of their entry requirements is like 
assessing the quality of hospitals on the basis of how healthy their patients are when 
they’re admitted.  
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In a sector where students are stratified into universities and courses by prior 
academic attainment, it is obvious there will be different outcomes.  

The nonsense of all the ways that universities are currently assessed is illustrated by 
thinking about what would happen if all universities had a mix of abilities and 
backgrounds. How would an employer then distinguish between Oxford and 
Middlesex?  

I’ll unpack that point a little later in the talk.  

Another reason why the access agenda is wrong-headed is that it patronises people 
from disadvantaged backgrounds, or schools with lower average attainment, by 
using so-called ‘contextualised admissions’. These schemes apply lower entry 
criteria for these applicants, which is very charitable but charity that simply 
perpetuates the elite model. It also discriminates against other students with similar 
grades who may have faced similar adversity but not be picked up by the measures 
of disadvantage used.  

In my view, it is time for the higher education debate to catch up with secondary 
education, where despite periodic attempts to expand grammar schools, education 
policy has largely accepted the evidence that grammar schools do more harm than 
good. We are no longer discussing how to improve access to grammar schools. We 
have gone comprehensive, and it’s time to do that in higher education, to move on 
from access to comprehensive higher education.  

This is not a new idea. My own thinking has been very influenced by Eric Robinson 
and his 1968 book The New Polytechnics, which is still an incredibly relevant read 
for today, and Robin Pedley, with his 1977 book Towards the Comprehensive 
University, which took its inspiration from the FE sector. 

The diversity of the UK’s universities is often celebrated as if it is a win-win to have a 
sector differentiated largely on the basis of academic admission requirements. But 
unfortunately this is a win-lose. The harm that grammar and other selective schools 
do is primarily to nearby comprehensive schools. The top achieving 15-20% of pupils 
are creamed off, pupils who are a very important part of the mix in good 
comprehensive schools because they raise everyone’s game. 

Exactly the same effect happens in higher education but we hardly talk about it. Very 
selective universities cream off students from other universities because of the status 
bestowed by their long histories of high entry requirements, entrenching their 
reputations as prestigious and routes to the elite professions. 

Yet this probably has the same outcome as with grammar schools. It probably 
depresses the average attainment of all students in higher education and, in 
particular, those who have not done so well at school or college. It also, of course, 
creates a class segregated higher education system, because of the close 
relationship between social class and school attainment.  
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The social class intake of students to the UK’s universities varies hugely. Taking 
social classes 4 to 7 – the children of semi-routine and routine workers – at the 
extremes these classes account for only 10 per cent of Oxford and Cambridge’s 
intakes but almost 60 per cent of Bradford’s intake.  

Particular universities are very particular about the students they select, creating 
homogeneous learning communities and forcing homogeneity on other universities 
that would prefer to be more diverse.  

The essence of the problem is that universities – reflecting their academic cultures - 
are too concerned with admitting ‘smart’ students rather than developing ‘smartness’.  

This brings me to my second argument. Just as there is a blind spot in debates 
about higher education when it comes to selection, there is a blind spot about the 
purpose of teaching in higher education.  

The purpose of teaching is still too often to test how intrinsically or cognitively able a 
student is rather than to grow that student’s ability. Assessment should not primarily 
be about how intrinsically able a student is, but about how much growth in ability the 
student’s teaching has achieved. 

Many things determine student achievement, such as home or family background, 
school type or performance, curriculum, and teaching and learning strategies. But 
the evidence from school studies points to one thing that matters most: teacher 
expertise and the quality of teaching. 

Yet there is relatively little attention paid to this in higher education, largely because 
the so-called ‘best’ universities can select out students who will be the most 
challenging to teach and who have the furthest to travel. This is so different to 
schools. The vast majority of our good schools – as measured by value-added 
progress measures – are comprehensives.  

There is also no evidence from these schools that a basic matriculation requirement 
for progressing to sixth forms, rather than the kind of selective entry requirements we 
see across universities, dampens aspiration to achieve well. 

Neither university league tables nor the Teaching Excellence Framework have much 
to do with quality of teaching. The TEF comes out of the Government’s frustration 
that trebling fees did not create price competition in the sector. It is designed to 
create choices for students in a marketised system where differences between the 
quality of teaching are ridiculously exaggerated by bronze, silver and gold medals. 

The TEF is primarily about outcomes, but is rough justice. Non-continuation counts a 
lot against universities in the TEF, but is driven by many factors outside their control.  
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Graduate employment and soon graduate earnings count for a lot in the TEF. So 
because a Law graduate from Durham on average earns more than a Law graduate 
from South Bank, Durham is a better choice. 

The problem is that even that South Bank graduate’s lower earnings is likely to be a 
larger relative gain than the Durham graduate. In other words, when you compare 
the difference in earnings for graduates and non-graduates from low income families 
with the difference in earnings for graduates and non-graduates from higher income 
families, the relative difference is higher for graduates and non-graduates from low 
income families. This doesn’t just happen, it depends on good teaching. 

I recently did some analysis of data from the national Student Academic Experience 
Survey run by the Higher Education Policy Institute and the Higher Education 
Academy. There’s an interesting question in the survey on self-reported learning 
gain, which reads ‘Since starting your course how much do you feel you have learnt?’ 
Students could answer learned ‘a lot’, ‘a little’, ‘not much’ or ‘nothing’. This learning 
gain outcome correlates significantly with other variables in the survey. The 
strongest independent effect is teaching quality, based on an index of ten teaching-
related questions in the survey. And the better the teaching, the higher the learning 
gain reported. 

Comparing high and low quality teaching, high quality teaching raises the odds of 
reporting having learned a lot by a ratio of 7. To put this into context, the next most 
significant effect was how many hours of independent study students put in, where 
high study hours compared to low study hours raised the odds of reporting having 
learned a lot by 2.6. The effect of low wellbeing had an effect of 1.8, working long 
hours during term 1.6, year of study 1.3, high entry grades 1.2, studying outside 
London 1.2, interestingly Gold in the TEF 1.1, and having a graduate parent 1.1. 

Those are all significant effects, but they’re dwarfed by the quality of teaching 
measure, having almost three times the effect on the next most important variable. 

For the higher education system to be successful, whether in terms of driving social 
mobility, contributing to productivity growth or just human flourishing, there must first 
and foremost be good teachers. The problem is, though, that universities generally 
don’t know who their good teachers are, and rarely have effective policies to make 
all their teachers as good as their best. 

My third and final argument brings together the first two. If we reduce selection in 
higher education, we can increase diversity in every university. If we improve 
teaching in every university, that diversity of abilities and identities is a resource that 
expert teachers can use to improve learning. 

Expert teachers make use of the variation in abilities and backgrounds that diverse 
classes present, such as using peer-to-peer learning methods. At Middlesex, for 
example, one method of this type that we use is to hire high-achieving third year 
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students as part-time student learning assistants in first year classes to support 
students who need some extra help. This has proved very successful improving 
attainment on these modules. However, the benefits of diversity in the classroom go 
far beyond this. 

Scott Page has demonstrated how if you take two problem solving groups both with 
the competencies to solve a problem, one socially homogeneous and the other with 
mixed identities and backgrounds, it’s the mixed group that’s likely to be more 
successful solving problems. Page shows that the power of identify diversity is to 
introduce more perspectives and heuristic tools that come with different experiences, 
not different abilities. More ways of seeing and understanding both the problem and 
potential solutions. This beats competency on its own.  

There’s a lot of other evidence about this. McKinsey reports that companies which 
combine identity diversity with the acquired diversity of skills and education have a 
45 per cent greater market share.  

Education studies from the United States demonstrate benefits from students being 
exposed to peers from different backgrounds, including positive effects on problem-
solving, satisfaction, motivation, general knowledge, self-confidence, reducing 
prejudice, enhancing critical thinking and increasing civic engagement. 

This growing evidence of a diversity dividend suggests that we should not be 
stratifying students by ability into universities with different levels of academic 
selection, because this reduces diversity. Instead, we should be creating more fertile 
learning environments by all universities increasing the diversity of their student 
bodies. This would have educational and social benefits, and save money on access 
schemes that actually have little effect because of how admissions are dominated by 
academic selection 

So what does this all mean for possible policy reform? If Oxford and other very 
selective universities lowered their entry grades, as they should do for at least a 
proportion of their intake, this would take students from other universities because of 
the historic prestige created by super selectivity. This will probably be one of the 
problems with the new Scottish policy of requiring very selective universities to have 
programme by programme quotas with lower entry requirements for students from 
disadvantaged backgrounds, although this is certainly a step in the right direction. 

The issue is that the concentration of students from low income families in less 
selective universities is just as much a problem as the concentration of students from 
higher income families in very selective universities. Students from higher income 
families are actively discouraged by their schools from attending universities that 
require lower entry grades, even though – or perhaps because - they would mix with 
students from different backgrounds.  
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This is a problem because social segregation is not good for society and because 
these students would benefit from learning together. 

Current higher education policy has a focus on access when it should have a focus 
on diversity. The Office for Fair Access – OFFA, which is to become part of the 
Office for Students from April 2018 - currently requires institutions charging above 
the annual ‘basic fee’ of £6,165 to use part of their additional fee income to fund 
measures to widen access among under-represented groups.  

This current access spend by Russell Group universities is around £250m annually, 
with very limited effects. It would be far cheaper – in fact it would cost nothing – for 
these universities to lower their entry requirements and achieve a much bigger effect.  

At present, every university has a benchmark for recruiting students from under-
represented groups. A better approach would be to require every university to 
operate entry quotas that create opportunities for students with a range of prior 
attainment.  

Some American high schools commit to fixed proportions of their student bodies 
being in top, middle and low bands on standardised tests. In England some generally 
non-selective state-funded secondary schools are allowed to select a proportion of 
their intake by ability. In general, school precedents such as quotas, lotteries, 
catchment areas and feeder schools present possibilities for how a policy of creating 
more diversity in our universities could be achieved. 

Although a lot of prestige is associated with highly selective universities, there are no 
systematic differences across universities in teaching quality or the likelihood of 
completing or obtaining a good degree classification once student background is 
taken into account. However, the prestige effect is a real one in attracting applicants 
with high prior attainment.  

A policy of diversification across the sector would need either to use student number 
controls to prevent more prestigious universities growing at the expense of less 
prestigious ones, or there would need to be a financial incentive. Such a financial 
incentive could be a levy on the more selective universities that replaces their current 
£250m access spend but is redistributed to less selective universities to support their 
recruitment of applicants with higher prior attainment.  

This would be cost neutral. In fact, the levy would gradually reduce as the highly 
selective universities become less selective for a proportion of their intake and the 
less selective universities increase their intake of applicants with higher prior 
attainment.  

All institutions could be required to agree the size of their lower grade entry quotas - 
for highly selective institutions - and higher grade entry quotas - for less selective 
institutions - as part of their annual Access Agreements with the OfS, with these 
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scaled to drive a continuing increase in diversity until a more socially balanced sector 
is achieved. 

This reform should also aim to break down the artificial distinction between 
‘academic’ and ‘vocational’ education. Just as diversity is as much about finding 
common ground as it is in valuing difference, there is a need to have one educational 
currency while recognising different pathways.  

Academic credit works poorly as a currency in this respect but competencies do 
translate into both academic and vocational study. At Middlesex, assessment on the 
first year of our Computer Science degree is based on observing students as they 
solve problems, and matching the knowledge and skills demonstrated against an 
assessment schedule informed by employability criteria, disciplinary expectations 
and professional body requirements. This also enables use of a wide range of 
opportunities for learning outside the classroom. Assessment is not based on exams 
but on Student Observable Behaviours, or SOBs, using profiling.  

There are three levels of SOBs based on levels of achievement and students can 
learn them at their own pace. The progress of every student is tracked using a 
dashboard, a version of which can be accessed by the students themselves, where 
they can compare their progress with their cohort.  

We need students at all levels learning by doing and demonstrating how they can 
improve productivity and creativity as ‘design thinkers’. 

A common framework of competency-based learning and assessment across 
technical and academic education, including apprenticeships, would break down 
status distinctions and complement a policy of more diversity by ability and identity 
among our student bodies. 

To sum up: 

The UK today is a very divided country, with that division partly caused by an 
education system that has stratified our society between graduates and non-
graduates and, among graduates, between prestigious and less prestigious 
universities.  

Everyone would benefit from replacing a stratified higher education system with 
mixed-tariff institutions where the diversity of abilities and identities would be a 
resource for everyone’s learning.  

Higher education institutions should be directed or incentivized to diversify their 
student bodies using admissions quotas, levies or other means to create a wider 
range of ability and backgrounds, especially in those institutions that are currently 
highly selective or least selective. 
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And the current system of academic credit should be replaced with a system of 
competency-based learning and assessment that creates a common framework for 
higher level learning and skills gain. 
 
Finally, I have not addressed fees at all in this talk, yet they are the hottest top in HE 
policy at the moment. I actually think the fees issue is a bit of a distraction from the 
far more important issues we have with our higher education system that I’ve tried to 
set out in this talk. Higher education has to be paid for, and it is more expensive by 
orders of magnitude than when I was a student with a full grant and no fees.  

The current loans scheme is essentially a graduate tax, and like all taxes could 
certainly be improved to be fairer. The scheme reflects a principle which I think is a 
right one that the cost of higher education is shared between the graduate and 
general taxation, although for this to be done by writing off loans is bizarre. It would 
be better to lower fees, reducing the scale of unpaid loans. 

If Labour make it into power, they will no doubt scrap fees, at a considerable cost to 
the Exchequer, especially if maintenance grants are re-introduced as well. There will 
also be a big issue about the many graduates still paying off their loans for many 
years to come. I would advise Labour to phase in the change. For example, initially 
the first year could be free, including the possibility of studying for a certificate for 
example with no fee at all. 

Or, and this is more radical, we could look to the US where if you go to university in-
state the fee is significantly less than studying out of state. So if you study in the UK 
in your home region there could be no fee, but if you study out of region you’d pay a 
full fee. That would encourage more students to live at home. The UK is unusual 
internationally in having so many students move away from home to study. The 
residential university is in fact a hang-over of the country’s colonial era, modelled on 
the boarding school.  

Some people argue, rather oddly in my view, that leaving home to attend university 
builds character and opens minds. In fact, if there was a big financial incentive for 
students to study in-region, and priority was given to in-region students, it would 
diversify student bodies and achieve some of the benefits I talked about earlier. That 
would build character and open minds, and be good for learning too. It would also be 
greener, reduce travel and maintenance costs, and take pressure off housing supply 
in many cities that are struggling with studentification of their housing stocks. 

Diverse student bodies, mixed tariff entry, value-adding teaching, students taking 
level 7 courses in sociology studying alongside students taking level 3 courses in 
electrical installation, free in-region higher education: those are the contours of a 21st 
century comprehensive tertiary education system.  

 


